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vinegar syndrome has put together a solid 4k release of this film that should please fans of the film and
fans of the deluxe 3-disc set format. the presentation is sharp and clean with rich detail and excellent
contrast. it's quite a pleasure to watch this release - the audio is terrific with energetic dialogue and sound
effects. the surround channel is exceptionally good with lots of activity that gives the scenes plenty of
fullness. the only concern is that the lower frequency channels have a bit of a muddy edge to them which
is understandable given the age of the film. beyond that, the audio is a slam dunk. the movie looks
fantastic in hdr, with the brightest whites and the darkest blacks all done in an extremely attractive
manner. the hdr content is supported in hdr10 and hlg formats, as well as hdr10+, but in practice there's
only a very slight difference between the two when watching the film. the difference is much more
noticeable when watching the hdr10+ version of the content, but even then i don't think hdr10+ supports
the hlg feature. the response time is also slightly better, but not as noticeable as with the hdr10 version.
with the hdr10+ mode, it looks much better, with the brightest whites being notably better, but the blacks
are still perfectly black. the black levels are very good on this disc, but the hdr10 version looked even
better. the film looks very good, but the only thing that really sets this apart is the hdr content. if you
already have an hdr capable television, you should get this disc. if you dont, you might as well get this
disc.
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